Enrollment snapshot taken September 25th in both 2016 and 2017 for year-to-year comparison.

Headcount is unduplicated for each campus (Quincy + Plymouth does not equal the Total). This is because some students taken courses at both campuses.

Quincy Numbers include Quincy Online (2,733 credits in 2016 and 4,002 credits in 2017) ↑46.42%

Plymouth numbers include Plymouth Online (1,455 credits in 2016 and 1,728 credits in 2017) ↑18.76%
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Enrollment snapshot taken September 25th in both 2016 and 2017 for year-to-year comparison.

Headcount is unduplicated for each campus (Quincy + Plymouth does not equal the Online Total). This is because some students take online courses at both campuses.